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Introduction	
After the declaration of the State of Alarm in Spain on March 13, 2020, I noticed an increase in 
the offer of virtual visits and activities on social media coming from museums and sites all across 
the country. Some questions came to my mind concerning the actual reach and success of such 
activities, so I decided to make a small study on the topic. 

The starting questions were: Is this digital offer reaching new audiences? Can the digital 
experience get to substitute the physical one? Are we offering an adequate and satisfactory 
offer of contents? 

I decided to reduce the study to Spain, trying to reach people from outside my circle and the 
profession, which usually is more predisposed to receive these offers and have a more positive 
experience. 

Methodology	
The study took place during the month of April, from the 7th to the 30th, although the last 
response came on the 20th. The questionnaire was distributed mainly by WhatsApp, but also 
through other social media, after the first wave of responses arrived. 

The questionnaire was designed on Google Docs with a simple structure in four blocks: Context 
and filtering questions; Consumers questions; Non-consumers questions; Population questions. 
[*the full questionnaire is available in Spanish in the repository] 

Being conducted without resources or much time, there was no preliminary selection or 
stratification of the sample, understanding a number of responses close to 300 would provide 
the necessary significance to the study [confidence level of the 90% with a 5% error]. The survey 
was closed after 295 responses. 

Respondents identify as male: 35,3%, female: 63,4%, other: 1,4%. 

77,6% have university studies for 10,8% with a professional degree, 9,2% with secondary 
education and 2,4% with basic education. 

Madrid represents 42% of the sample, but there are respondents from all provinces but La Rioja. 

37,3% identify as professionals of archaeology/heritage, while 55,9% are not, but interested in 
it and 6,8% declare no interest on the topic. 

The filter was receiving [77,6%] or not [22,4%] an offer of digital cultural activities these days. 
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Results	
A preliminary question on the visits made during the previous years to different 
cultural/archaeological assets is in line with the data from the national survey, placing other 
cultural spaces way over archaeology, even though there is a wide representation of 
professionals in this sample. I was also interested in seeing if people actually had more time to 
consume the digital offer assessed. 39% of the sample claimed to have more time for leisure 
activities, with 8,8% being unemployed before the confinement, 37,3% declaring they work as 
much or more time from home and 14,9% still working outside. 

Overall, the summary of results for those who DID receive an offer of a digital cultural activity 
are as follow: 

- Between a 25-30% of the respondents received something related to archaeology [so, 
not even all professionals receive something]. 

- WhatsApp was the main channel for the offers with a 78,2% followed by email and 
Facebook, slightly over 50%, Instagram with a 30% and Twitter with a 20%. Other 
traditional media have been residual [in this sense, offers for books and movies to 
download were widely distributed by WhatsApp these days and that might be the 
reason of this answers]. 

- A 65,9% consumed part of this offer, but only a 48% of them did something related to 
archaeology, mainly talks and virtual visits. 

- There is a wide variety in the offer. Art museums are way ahead, but there were some 
archaeological projects and spaces with an intense activity. 

- The satisfaction rate is very high. A 92,1% of the respondents have enjoyed the activities. 
- There is a tie between those who think the offer is enough and those who think it is not. 
- For a 52% the virtual experience would motivate a visit in person, but for a 18,3% the 

current offer would have not done it. 
- A 71,6% considers virtual experiences will never replace original in person experiences. 

A 22,3% believes a good VR can do it, and a 6,1% have no doubt about it. 
- Only theatre, opera and other museums are in a worse position on the priority to access 

cultural content [taking into account a varied cultural offer from cinema to videogames 
or music], even though for half of the respondents, this situation would change in 
person. 

Those for who DID NOT receive an offer of a digital cultural activity are as follow: 

- An overwhelming majority would prefer offers by email, which constituted a proof of 
the gap in access to social media. 

- Only a 28,8% of the respondents in this block consider virtual experiences cannot 
replace original in person ones. As many as those who consider it certainly can, to add 
to the 42,4% who believes a good VR can do it. 

- In the order of priorities, archaeology comes out in a better position with a huge drop 
of literature and overall very different results. The tendency to improve the priority of 
archaeology in person increases. 

This data has some other interesting insights if we filter the results. While a 60% of the 
professionals received an offer related to archaeology, only a 13% of the interested people did 
and none of the non-interested declare to have done it. 

Only 42% of professionals and 47,9% of interested people declared to be motivated to visit the 
space after a virtual visit. On a slightly more positive note, a 15% declares more interest after 
doing a virtual activity. 
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Discussion	
I would highlight some issues to take into account in the light of the data: 

- The reach of social media is restricted to current networks with captive audiences. 
- There have not been effective tools to widen this reach through other media unlike 

other resources like cinema or literature. 
- People with no declared interest on archaeology are obviously less likely to consume 

these activities, but innovation in format and content can change that. 
- Although successful for current audiences, the offer of content is still too traditional. 
- Obsessed with in person audiences, we are undervaluing the potential of virtual 

engagement with new audiences through different scenarios. 
- We also reject/undervalue the true potential of virtual environments as a substitute of 

in person visits. 
- Some of the flaws observed in museums and sites are reproduced without criticism in 

the virtual environment. 
- On a positive note, Covid-19 has encouraged a digital transition long due. With all the 

problems we can still identify, there is no doubt it has been a good step forward. 
- For certain spaces, it has also encouraged innovation. Ideas that would have never been 

put in practice, are now. 
- This has also widened and enlarged the offer of activities from archaeological spaces, 

giving more visibility in different circles [still of interested people and professionals]. 

Some of these ideas come from crossing data with my subjective perception of the contents. It 
would be very interesting to see reports of impact from the social media of several sites and 
museums, comparing these months with the months before Covid-19. 

For the moment, we can celebrate the step taken towards digital engagement and promote 
other projects to identify these trends like the mapping of museum digital initiatives by Chiara 
Zuanni. 

 


